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Standards Activity Home Extension 
VIII. Creative Expression Through the Arts A. SENSORY 
ART EXPERIENCE 1. Uses imagination and creativity to 
express self with intention using a variety of open-
ended, process-oriented and diverse art materials 

This week we will be talking about the impressive 
Black Elephant Rock in Iceland. The children will 
then get to create their own elephant rock by 
crumbling up and gluing paper down to create a 3d 
effect.  

Talk with your child about God’s amazing and 
unique creations? Are there other amazing 
landmarks in the world that look like animals or 
other things? 

                         
IV. Language and Understanding C. 

VOCABULARY 1. Shows an understanding of words 

and their meanings (receptive) Benchmark a. Begins 

to demonstrate understanding of age-appropriate 

vocabulary across multiple topic areas and 

demonstrates a variety of words and their meanings 

within each area (e.g., world knowledge, names of 

body parts and feelings) Benchmark b. Begins to 

understand the use of words in different context 

(including plurals and past tense in speech 

As we finish up our last week of colors, we are 
going to create our own color wheel out of found 
objects from around the class room.  

                          

Create your own color wheels at home with your 
child and family. Add some extra suspense and 
turn on a countdown timer to see who can be the 
fastest.  
 

IV. Language and Understanding C. 

VOCABULARY 1. Shows an understanding of words 

and their meanings (receptive) Benchmark a. Begins 

to demonstrate understanding of age-appropriate 

vocabulary across multiple topic areas and 

demonstrates a variety of words and their meanings 

within each area (e.g., world knowledge, names of 

body parts and feelings) Benchmark b. Begins to 

understand the use of words in different context 

(including plurals and past tense in speech 
 

We will be reading the story of Joseph and the 
Coat of many colors and discuss how Josephs 
brothers were unkind and bullied him, but Joseph 
was able to forgive them.  

Discuss with your child and family about how God 
would want us to forgive others when they are 
unkind to us.  

                           
 


